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Foy scalf

Foy Scalf and project co-founder Jackie Jay were pleased to officially launch the Oriental 
Institute Demotic Ostraca Online (OIDOO) project during the academic year of 2009–2010 
(http://oi.uchicago.edu/research/projects/oidoo/). Now, full editions and Museum registry in-
formation for nearly 300 Demotic ostraca from the Oriental Institute collection are accessible 
through this online database, which provides researchers with exciting new methods for ma-
nipulating the data from these texts, including complex searching and sorting functions. Foy and 
Jackie will continue to edit new material and update the database periodically until the Oriental 
Institute’s collection of nearly 900 Demotic ostraca is completed.

In November, Foy arrived in Edfu for the final weeks of Nadine Moeller’s excavation in 
order to examine Demotic ostraca that Moeller’s team discovered during the season. These con-
stitute a growing corpus of administrative material, which, combined with the Demotic ostraca 
excavated during previous seasons, offers interesting insights into the local administration of 
Edfu during the Ptolemaic period. Following the excavation, Foy assisted Moeller as she escorted 
an exceptional group of travelers with the Splendors of the Nile Tour on behalf of the Oriental 
Institute. In addition to reading Egyptian inscriptions in answering passengers’ questions, Foy 
edited a blog for the tour members to record their trip while sharing photos and memories (http://
oisplendorsofthenile.blogspot.com/).

During the Winter Quarter, Foy taught an eight-week continuing-education class for the 
Oriental Institute, Temples of Greco-Roman Egypt. Several dedicated students from that class 
continued their introduction to Greco-Roman Egypt during the Spring Quarter in Foy’s course, 
History of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt. Proving surprisingly popular, the history course attracted 
a large class of eager students who left with a new understanding and appreciation of the “later” 
periods of Egyptian history.

Foy gave several lectures in the fall. On October 14, he spoke at Wheaton College on “The 
Mechanics of the Ptolemaic Economy in Egypt” as a part of a class on ancient Mediterranean 
economies, which included fellow Oriental Institute scholars Dennis Pardee, Matthew Stolper, 
and post-doctoral seminar alum Seth Sanders. On October 17, Foy presented “The Process of 
Creation according to the Ancient Egyptians” at the Oriental Institute as part of a mini-series on 
creation myths in the ancient Near East, complemented by the lectures of Andrea Seri, Theo van 
den Hout, and Margaret Mitchell.

Foy’s article “Magical Bricks in the Oriental Institute Museum of the University of Chicago” 
appeared in Studien zur altägyptischen Kultur 38 (2009): 275–95, and “Is That a Rhetorical 
Question? Shipwrecked Sailor (pHermitage 1115), 150 Reconsidered” appeared in Zeitschrift 
für Ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde 136/2 (2009): 155–59. Foy’s review of Cleopatra 
Beyond the Myth, by M. Chaveau, and review of Cleopatra: A Sourcebook, by Prudence Jones, 
appeared in Journal of Near Eastern Studies 69 (2010): 108–09.

——————————

andrea seri

Andrea Seri presented a paper entitled “On Female Domestic Slaves during the Old Babylonian 
Period” at the sixth annual University of Chicago Oriental Institute Seminar dealing with Slaves 
and Households in the Ancient Near East that took place March 5–6, 2010. She was also in-
vited to give a lecture on “Intertextuality in En„ma eliå” at the University of Notre Dame on 
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March 31, 2010. Between March 24 and 26, Andrea participated in the Berkeley Prosopography 
Project workshop, hosted by the University of California at Berkeley, where she worked 
with scholars from Berkeley, Philadelphia, Germany, and the Netherlands on Mesopotamian 
prosopographies. 

Andrea reviewed volume 14 of Altbabylonische Briefe for the journal Bibliotheca Orientalis. 
She submitted an article entitled “Borrowings to Create Anew: Intertextuality in the Babylonian 
Poem of Creation,” to be published in an anniversary volume. She wrote a paper on “The Adap-
tation of Cuneiform to Write Akkadian” that will appear in the catalog of the Oriental Institute 
forthcoming exhibit on first writing systems. During the academic year, Andrea finished the draft 
of her second book The House of Prisoners: State and Slavery in Uruk During the Revolt against 
Samsu-iluna, which she plans to submit for publication at the end of the summer. Andrea has 
also reviewed articles for the Journal of Near Eastern Studies, she evaluated a research project 
for the Universidad de Buenos Aires, and in January 2010 she became a member of the Oriental 
Institute publications committee.

——————————

Oğuz soysal

O©uz Soysal continued his job with the Chicago Hittite Dictionary (CHD) Project. Much of his 
time was spent writing articles on words beginning with tu and preparing the transliterations of 
the recent cuneiform editions, Keilschrifttexte aus Bo©azköi volumes 47 and 58, for the CHD files. 
His personal research has continued to focus on Hittite history/culture and the Hattian language. 
Soysal published the following articles in 2009/2010: “Zu den Trinkgefäßen bei den Hethitern 
auch in Verbindung mit Kulttrinken,” in Festschrift für Gernot Wilhelm anlässlich seines 65. 
Geburtstages am 28. Januar 2010, edited by Jeanette Fincke, pp. 335–54 (Dresden: Islet, 2009), 
and “Zum Namen der Göttin Kataæzipuri mit besonderer Berücksichtigung des Kasussystems des 
Hattischen,” in Language in the Ancient Near East, edited by L. Kogan, N. Koslova, S. Loesov, 
and S. Tischenko, pp. 1041–58 (Proceedings of the 53e Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale; 
Babel and Bibel 4; Orientalia et Classica 30; Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2010). He also pub-
lished an extensive review article of Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazköi volume 53, by J. L. Miller, 
with the title “On Recent Cuneiform Editions of Hittite Fragments (I),” Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 129 (2009): 295–306, and two entries “Åanku” and “Åarmaååu” in the German 
series Reallexikon der Assyriologie volume 12, part 1/2 (2009): 24, 69.

Furthermore, five articles including three contributions for a festschrift and for Reallexikon 
der Assyriologie, as well as a book review to be submitted to the Journal of the Near Eastern 
Studies, have been prepared and are awaiting publication.

In addition, Soysal, in cooperation with Rukiye Akdo©an and Tom Urban, has made the final 
corrections to the cuneiform publication entitled Ankara Arkeoloji Müzesinde Bulunan Bo©azköy 
Tabletleri II, which is to be published by the Oriental Institute in early 2011.

——————————
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